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upper install
You will need these parts: b,2, a, C

Dolos/Prometheus Installation Instructions
*Note: we recommend a gunsmith perform installation of this
product. If at any time you are unsure of what you are doing,
just stop and find a gunsmith. Mil-spec uppers allow for great
dimensional variances. While we have done our best to
accommodate those variances some uppers may require a 3/16 drill
bit to be passed through the gas tube hole in the tri-lug and
receiver to provide clearance for the gas tube, or a tap with a
non-marring mallet to seat the tri-lug onto the upper.

Included parts
A. lock collar
B. Tri-lug
C. Castle nut
D. Handguard (Prometheus)
Not pictured:
Two small set screws
.05” Allen wrench
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Place the tri-lug(a) over the threads of your
upper(2) securing it with the castle nut(c) by
rotating clock-wise. You should not see the face
of the upper through the gas tube hole. Apply
threadlocker to the small set screws and install
in the tabs shown in the photo below.
tighten the set screws
on either side of the
tri-lug(a) to remove any
rotational play with
your receiver

Barrel install
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You will need these parts: a, 3, 1
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Install lock collar(a) on your barrel(3) by sliding
over the end with the threads facing the muzzle

Parts you’ll need
1. gas assembly
i. Tube
ii. Pin
iii. Block*
2. Upper receiver (sans BCG
3. Stripped barrel

1
2
& ch.handle)

*use a lo-pro gas black or modified front sight base to fit under standard
handguard. Full front sight base can be used with 6.5” handguard included
with Prometheus SC by installing the handguard prior to the gas assembly.

slide the gas assembly(1) onto the barrel(3) and
slide the tube through the slot on the lock
collar(A)

Note: Loctite 242 or similar is recommended for use
with the small set screws

If at any time you are unsure of what
you are doing just stop and find a gunsmith.

If at any time you are unsure of what
you are doing just stop and find a gunsmith.

If you believe you have a defective unit, are missing parts, or are having fitment issues,
please contact Pantheon Arms directly by email or phone for assistance.
sales@pantheonarms.com | 269.845.1941
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Handguard install

Disengaging barrel assembly from upper

You will need the parts from your barrel
install, and part D

With your BCG locked back and muzzle pointing
down range, pull down
on the lock release
while simultaneously
rotating the handguard
clockwise until it stops.
You can now separate the barrel assembly from
the upper for storage, caliber change, or
adjusting your barrel length to meet the
circumstances of your current situation.

slide the handguard(d) over the barrel assembly
with the threaded inner diameter oriented to
engage with the lock collar(A) threads. Turn the
handguard(d) clockwise until snug against the jam
nut that came installed on the lock collar(A).

NOTE:

Engaging barrel assembly to upper
re-insert your BCG and ch. Handle; lock bcg
back. Insert the gas tube through the port on
the tri-lug(b) and continue with inserting the
barrel extension into the upper. Pull the
handguard(D) towards you, use the line on the lock
collar to align its notches with the tri-lug(b).
with your muzzle pointed down range, rotate the
handguard(D) counterclockwise until the
ratcheting stops and the barrel is pulled into
the tri-lug.

If at any time you are unsure of what
you are doing just stop and find a gunsmith.

**do not let your BCg slam into battery without a barrel
installed - You will damage your chargind handle. pull the
charging handle back to disengage the bolt catch and gently let
the bCG forward.
**Do not apply substantial rotational force to take down your
firearm without first disengaging the positive lock. Doing so
will result in destruction of the locking Pawl. Additional
locking pawls can be purchased.

watch our install videos online
pantheonarms.com/videos

If at any time you are unsure of what
you are doing just stop and find a gunsmith.

If you believe you have a defective unit, are missing parts, or are having fitment issues,
please contact Pantheon Arms directly by email or phone for assistance.
sales@pantheonarms.com | 269.845.1941

